Training:
Personal security
awareness

The risks we face when travelling, at work, or even whilst socializing can vary significantly from
one location to another, but are we aware of them, and how the actions we take as an individual
can have a direct influence on the outcome? There is no single measure which guarantees
personal security all the time but with training and awareness we can help better understand
and implement the basics and avoid the pitfalls and mistakes made by others.
Personal security awareness training

Who should attend?

Our 1-day personal security awareness training includes
presentations focusing on key personal security areas
and interactive group discussions and exercises where
all participants will have the opportunity to conduct
personal security management planning within a realistic
training scenario.

Our personal security awareness training is designed for staff,
employees or dependants that may be visiting, working, or living
in low to medium risk environments. The course is designed to
accommodate all levels of experience from those deploying for the
first time to experienced individuals who require refresher training.
Why choose Control Risks?

The training package includes:
Personal security awareness
Pre-deployment and itinerary planning considerations
Considerations when conducting journeys by air,
road and the use of public transport and taxis
 onsiderations when selecting accommodation and
C
using hotels
Managing inappropriate behaviour and harassment

Our established international presence and unrivalled knowledge of
diverse security and operating environments make us a recognised
global leader in security, risk and resilience training, with a proven
track record for delivering high-quality courses around the world.
We deliver training from facilities in Europe, North America,
Latin America, East and West Africa, the Middle East and
Central Asia and can conduct training directly at your facilities
and project locations.

 mergency planning, preparation, and incident
E
response

For more information on course fees and delivery
and accommodation options please email
training@controlrisks.com
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